In honor of Professor Kiyoshi Is^ki on his 60th birthday Striot oonvexity in normed spaces was introduced by Clarkson in [1^. One of the characterizations of this concept states that a normed space is strictly convex if and only if metric betweenness in this space is equivalent to algebraic betweenness [6]. In this paper, strict convexity is studied in connection with the betweenness postulates given by Huntington and Kline in [¿f] and [5] . As a consequence, several new characterizations of strict convexity are developed.
Striot oonvexity in normed spaces was introduced by Clarkson in [1^. One of the characterizations of this concept states that a normed space is strictly convex if and only if metric betweenness in this space is equivalent to algebraic betweenness [6] . In this paper, strict convexity is studied in connection with the betweenness postulates given by Huntington and Kline in [¿f] and [5] . As a consequence, several new characterizations of strict convexity are developed.
Let X be a set and R be a relation on X*X*X. The notation R^abc], or simply abc, indioates that the elements a, b, c of X satisfy the relation R in the stated order. In this work, the relation abc will bfe restricted to certain ways of defining b to be "between" a and c. The following list of postulates for a betweenness relation abc was presented by Huntington and Kline in [4] and [5] . The first four are three-element postulates while the remaining nine are concerned with four elements. A. axb implies that bxa. B. For distinct a, b, c, at least one of the relations abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, or cba holds.
^ ^ Research of both authors was supported in part by a St. Bonaventure University Faculty Research Grant-in-Aid.
C. For distinct a, x, 7, both axy and ayx cannot be valid. D. abc implies that a, b, and c are distinot.
For distinct elements a, b, x, y, c of X, 1. xab and aby imply that xay. 2. xab and ayb imply that xay. 3. xab and ayb imply that xyb. 4. axb and ayb imply that axy or ayx. 5. axb and ayb imply that axy or yxb. 6. xab and yab imply that xyb or yxb. 7. xab and yab imply that xya or yxa. 8. xab and yab imply that xya or yxb. 9. abc implies that abx or xbc • For the remainder, we will aasume that (X, ||*||) i6 a normed linear apace. If a and c are distinct points of X, we will say that b is algebraically between a and c, denoted A [abc], if b = aa + (l-a)c for some ae(0,1). Also, for distinct a, b, ceX, b is metrically between a and c, denoted Mjabc], if ||c -a|| = ]| b -a j| + || c -b|j. It is easily shown that A [abc] implies l'l[abc] but the converse is false in general. Those spaces for which the converse i.s true form the main focus of our study. (X, |)«|) J is strictly convex, or rotund. if the conditions || a + b|| = ||aj| + || b || and •i, b ^ 0 imply that a = ab for some a>0. The following characterizations of strict convexity will be useful in later work. The proofs may be found in [¿] and [7] . Theorem 1.
The following statements are equivalent. and Ovu each imply that u = v, which violates the independence of x and y. Therefore, we may assume that li [uOv] , Also, since x and (-y) must be independent, the same'arguments show that M[UO(-V)]. AS a result of these, it follows that || v -uj = 2 = || v + u||. Next, consider the distinct elements 0, v -u, v + u. By Postulates A and B, either
. All of these are impossible since ||v-u|| = 2 = ||v+u|| and u and v are non-zero. Therefore, there cannot be independent elements x and y in X and X must be 1-dimensional.
-211 -Finally, suppose that Postulate 9 holds and let u » pel and v = IJ-2J for independent elements x and y in X.
Since u, u+v, and v are distinct, Postulate 9 implies that M|U or M u(^)(u+v)J. The first condition implies that 2||v|| = || u-vj| + |ju+v||, while the second yields ||u+v|| + || u-v || = 2yup = 2||v||. Therefore, each implies that M 0, u, and (u+v) 
These conditions force u = v or u = -v, both of which violate the independence of x and y. As in the previous argument, it follows that X is 1-dimensional. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 3 will give the connection between algebraic betweenness and the remaining postulates. Its proof is straightforward and will be omitted here. All subsequent theorems and examples will be concerned with metric betweenness. Theorem 3.
For algebraia betweenness, Postulates 1 through 8 are true in any linear space.
We follow this with a result which shows that Postulates 2 and 3 fail to characterize strict convexity. Theorem £ For metric betweenness, 1. Postulates 2 and 3 are equivalent. Henoe, Jy -x || = | a -x|| + || y -a || and Postulate 2 holds. The next sequence of theorems and examples concerns the relationship between Postulate 1 and strict convexity. We show first that strict convexity implies Postulate 1 and theh, after reformulating Postulate 1, we give examples of a space which does not satisfy Postulate 1 and of a non-strictl?-convex space which does. L 9 m i n a .
For u, v, and w in X and non-negative a, p , and S , 1. || u+v|| = ||u|| + || v|| implies that ||au||+|||Jv|| =o<||u|| +|3||v||. . Because fl x+y | = 2flx|| t each of these implies that x = y. Therefore, (Z,||*||) is strictly convex and the proof is complete.
